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Spring is in the air. The cold colourless
days are fewer and the Sun on bright days
has warmth. So here is the Magazine to
encourage you into the garden. There are
general interest articles on some great
historic gardens and Champion Trees in
Somerset (one 3000 years old), another
Members’ ‘My Garden’, starting a
Community heritage Apple Orchard and
much more; there is also a good
description of the Trust’s activities – from
surveying historic gardens through
supporting schools to events – including
looking forward to next year’s Cornish
Trip organized by the Chairman and John
Townson. Meanwhile preparations have
started for the Special Party to celebrate
the Trust’s 25th Anniversary at Halswell.
We are blessed indeed.

Dear Members,
The Trust is delighted and honoured that
the distinguished international Garden
Designer, Plantswoman and Author,
Penelope Hobhouse VMH MBE, has
agreed to become one of our VicePresidents, and we look forward to seeing
her from time to time at our Events. She is
one of the Founder Members of our Trust.

Christopher and Lindsay Bond
bondchristopher@btconnect.com

Somerset Gardens Trust is 25 years old this
year and we celebrate our anniversary with
a bumper edition of the Magazine in the
Summer, and a special Party at Halswell
House, Goathurst, Nr Bridgwater, in
September. This is a double celebration as
eighteen months ago we were extremely
concerned about the purchase of Mill
Wood. Since then the House and Mill
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Wood have been purchased by the
Strachan family. They have completed the
renovation of the Rotunda and will tell us
about their future plans for this historic
House and Garden, which is considered by
Marcus Binney to be one of the finest in
the Country. We will be able to see the
Rotunda, Temple of Harmony and other
Follies, as well as the House, on our visit.
I was fortunate at being able to attend the
latest Education Committee meeting and

meet its Members at work. Several
Schools had applied for grants. Montacute
Primary School had cleverly sent in some
of their pupils’ drawings. There were
pictures of compost heaps, worms and a
varied selection of garden matters - rather
delightful really. I am sure they received a
speedy visit from the Committee.
Camilla Carter

Cornish Gardens Tour
John Townson and I, with help from Leonora Clarke, and
her nephew Charles Williams of Caerhays Castle, have
planned a Cornish Garden Visit for Spring 2016.
The Tour will be based on the Falmouth Hotel and the
proposed date is April 4th 2016 (to be confirmed).
We will leave on Monday morning from Hatch
Beauchamp and return on Thursday, similar to our
Cumbrian visit last year.
John and I are to test the Itinerary and Hotel this March.
Camilla Carter
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A Romantic Garden - Cothay
Manor
By Mary-Anne Robb
Little is known about the Garden until
Colonel Reginald Cooper bought Cothay
in the 1920’s. Cooper, a member of the
‘Country House Set’ and a friend of all the
gardening grandees of that era, designed
the Garden to surround the old House
which was built in the 15th Century. He
laid out the Garden in the ‘Arts and Crafts’
manner in a series of rooms off a 200 yard
yew walk, which brings together the past
and the present.
When we came to Cothay little was left of
the original planting, we gutted the Garden
leaving Cooper’s original strong design of
yew hedging. The Garden has been
replanted over the last 20 years and is
constantly evolving. The romance of
Cothay lies in that little has changed over

the last 500 years, when the rent for the
land was a pair of silver spurs and a rose
payable at Christmas and on the feast of St
John the Baptist.

“The romance of Cothay
lies in that little has
changed over the last
500 years”
“Pax huic domui” (“Peace to this house”)
is engraved on the great bell that hangs in
the tower. Above all the old House holds
together the past and the present One feels
the truth in the historian Christopher
Hussey’s words when writing for Country
Life in the 1920s, he wrote “Cothay is the
finest example of a small un-touched
medieval manor left in the kingdom”.
Each garden room is a garden
in its own right, following a
theme of colour coding, and
balance, with repeat planting
drawing the eye ever forward.
Nothing should ever jar; pale
colours under our pale English
skies.
No garden should be without
Rosa Chinensis ‘Mutablis’,
which has climbed 20 feet up a
South-facing wall. If I could
only grow one rose, this would
be the one. Together with the
large single white evergreen
rose ‘Coopers Burmese’ which
5
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covers a wing of the House and would I
am sure go further if it were not pruned
four times a year! These are my two bestloved single roses. On a buttress on the
West front of Cothay, there is a stone
plaque with a botanical tag written in old

‘Nothing should ever
jar; pale colours under
our pale English skies.’
Latin. It translates “There were in our
time, five brothers, two were bearded, two
were clean-shaven, and one had half a
beard”. This refers to the wild dog rose,
Rosa ‘Canina’. If you turn the rose over,
you will see five sepals, two have
appendages, the bearded brethren. Two
have none, the clean-shaven, and one has
one appendage, the half bearded brother.
This is thought to come from Southern
Germany where the roses were grown by

the Monks in their Monastery gardens in
the 15th Century.
The Terrace holds a special place in my
heart; if you should visit Cothay only once,
it should be to see the Dioramas blooming
on the Terrace in June, they are like
butterflies floating on the wind. Here also
is a long fronded Wisteria grown as a
standard. In between the flagstones
hundreds of the charming daisy ‘Erigeron
Karvinskianus’ have seeded. Blown in on
the wind a large alpine tree lupin has
somehow found a spot to dig in its toes.
The charming pink Convolvulus
althaeoides with its pale serrated leaves
scrambles about happily. Salvias, Napeta,
Anthemis ‘Cupaniana’ line the Terrace
Border.
In Spring the meadows are awash with
black tulips, whilst the walk of the unicorn
under the standard Robinia pseudoacacia
'Umbraculifera' is home to hundreds of
‘White Triumphator’ tulips, followed by
Napeta ‘Six Hills Giant’.
The Garden is about 12 acres and is
home to many unusual plants. If you
look carefully you will see a round
stone set in a path. On it is written
“Friendship outstays the hurry
flight of years, and aye abides
through laughter and through
tears”.
The browns and greens of the
landscape blend into the old domain,
making Cothay, set on the banks of
the River Tone amongst the high
banked lanes of Somerset, a rare and
lovely glimpse into the past.
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Do you know your Somerset
Champion Trees ?
By Anthony Pugh-Thomas
The Tree Register of the British Isles
(TROBI – www.treeregister.org) keeps a
register of notable trees in Britain and
Ireland that it regards as a “champion”;
that is to say “the tallest or oldest or most
massive example of its kind known in a
given region”. Although many of the
Somerset champions are to be found in
Bath or at Tyntesfield, both within the
Avon Gardens Trust arena, South Somerset
can offer an impressive array – including
trees growing in the gardens of our VicePresident Joan Lorraine and Council

members James and Primrose at Mallet
Court. There are too many to list in this
article but TROBI members (£15 pa) can
search by Country or County and although
some are in private gardens, many,
particularly Oaks and Yews, are on public
land.
As an ardent Church Crawler I always
keep a look out for old yews, Taxus
baccata, although I had not realised that

‘It is thought to be some
3000 years old and to
have been growing
when Stonehenge was
being built – in the
Stone Age’
one of the biggest in the County is next
door to my home in West Monkton and had
a girth of 559 centimetres (18 feet) when
last measured in 1992; but that is only half
the size of the County champion at
Ashbrittle Parish near Wellington, whose
enormous girth when measured in 1997,
was 1558 centimetres (yes - 51 feet) round.
It is thought to be some 3000 years old
and to have been growing when
Stonehenge was being built – in the Stone
Age. It was named as one of the “Fifty
Great British Trees” chosen to mark the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee.
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Heroic trees are to be found at
Nettlecombe Park: one, a Quercus cerris,
was probably planted in 1769 and is 31
metres (just over 102 feet) high; another, at
Glastonbury Abbey (Quercus ilex) is 23
metres (75.5 feet) high; but the champion
oak in the County is the Quercus petraea
at Alfoxton Park: it is a little shorter than
Nettlecombe but extremely tubby – its
girth being 914 centimetre (29 feet).
Coleridge wrote “Christabel with its huge,
broad-breasted, old oak tree” when he and
Wordsworth were staying at Alfoxton,
although he set the poem in Cumbria.
If you enjoy trees you should join TROBI
for their excellent newsletter (and also
periodic Silent Tree Auctions – I have over
the years bought some unusual trees and
shrubs from that source), and if you would
like to help identify other Champions in
Somerset and up-date the records, TROBI
is always looking for voluntary help as a
“Verifier”.

Stoberry Park – a Landscape
Transformed
by Frances Young
Stoberry House was built in 1745 by Peter
D a v i s o f We l l s . T h e H o u s e a n d

“On viewing Stoberry
for the first time, my
first reaction was to turn
around and flee”
surrounding Park occupied a commanding
site within a former mediaeval open field.
In the 1950’s the House burnt down and
was demolished, leaving the Coach House
and 1½ acre Walled Garden within the
original 10 acre area.
“A whole new chapter in the family’s life
began, arriving in Wells from Botswana
and transforming an English jungle
into a fantastic garden - a piece of
paradise from a wilderness, filled
with black sheep and barbed wire,
left to run wild the untamed garden
was awaiting transformation”, wrote
garden journalist Mervin Hancock.
On viewing Stoberry for the first
time, my first reaction was to turn
around and flee, but my husband fell
in love with the view and the
position, so persuaded me to
reconsider and imagine a vision that
could be created on the large blank
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canvas. So, we started gardening at
Stoberry in 1997.
In the approach to the House, there were
no water features, but by creating a pond
we attract a variety of wildlife. There are
various sitting areas to enjoy the
outstanding views. A memorial garden to a
friend gently cascades down a bank
previously full of stones, tree stumps,
brambles and rubble. Last year we planted
a fernery; developed from the concept of a
stumpery, we wanted a small garden, using
interesting pieces of wood, and planting
them up with ferns. As they decay just add
more pieces! In the meadow area, we have
experimented with wild spring flowers;
however there is a knack to this and so far
we have not succeeded, this year we have
planted wild flower circles.
To the East of the House is the Walled
Garden. Part of this used to be a very
rough area, used for sheep and full of
thistles and nettles, now the open part of
the Garden - with one area leading you

through to a view of the next. There is a
new rose garden, which is sheltered and

“I have always felt it is a
bit like cooking….some
people like spicy food,
others bland, and who
is to say which one is
right!”
enclosed in a peaceful corner, allowing you
to sit and enjoy the fragrances and the
scent of the Clerodendrum. The sunken
garden is a much more contained area,
luring you to explore and wander.
When I started to think about of the design
for the Garden, the advice given to me by
friends was to break it up into several
‘rooms’- which I know would have worked
successfully - but I feel we are so lucky to
have space, and with my African
background, I wanted to enjoy this.
Gardening is great fun. Everyone’s
opinions differ of the way a garden
should look. I have always felt it is
a bit like cooking….some people
like spicy food, others bland, and
who is to say which one is right!
For me a successful garden is one
that has interest and colour
throughout the year. My aim - that
the freshness of spring daffodils
leads through to tulips and iris’s,
9
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followed by the summer roses, and
progresses through the year to the autumn
colours. It touches all the senses: sight,
sound, ‘the music of nature as the sound of
the wind creates its own melodies’ (I have
planted small clumps of bamboos just to
take advantage of this), and smell (here
confined spaces and the sunken garden
come into their own).
Sculpture is another great love of mine.
Our vision is of works of art integrated as
part of the planting scheme. They can be
used to accentuate, fill an empty gap or
blend a planting scheme together - and
here in the South-West we have so many
talented artists. I do hope that you will able
to visit and enjoy the garden, which gives
us so much, and can experience it as it
changes
and
matures
(www.stoberryhouse.co.uk). We open for
the NGS on 31st May and 31st August.

amount of debate we decided that the most
appropriate use for the land was to create a
Community Orchard to celebrate those
varieties of heritage apples which had been
important in and near Pilton.
Our initial planting in 1998 was of wellknown Somerset varieties, which we
purchased. Traditionally standard-sized
trees were grown in orchards locally, and
this is what we wanted to replicate.
Everyone in the Village was invited to
come to the planting and to join in.; each
tree could be sponsored by a villager and
our local calligrapher produced a
handsome sponsorship certificate, which
was given to each sponsor identifying his
or her tree and its position.

Creating a Village Community
Orchard to celebrate Somerset
Heritage Apples
By Joe King,
Gabriel’s Orchard Co-ordinator
How we started
As we approached the Millennium a
number of us in Pilton (near Shepton
Mallet) were keen to mark the event with
an enduring legacy. Jim and Anne
Dowling, then the owners of Pilton
Vineyard, offered us nearly two acres of
land where the vines had recently been
grubbed out. Their generosity made this
whole project possible. After a certain
10
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We then set about mapping as many as we
could of the remaining orchards in the
Village, some of which were semi-derelict.
We were extremely fortunate that Liz
Copas, cider apple expert and author of
‘The Somerset Pomona’, offered to come
round with us, and identify the varieties of
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trees present and choose, which trees were
worthy of preserving.
Local Legends
Some of the old farmers had told us how
that in the past when the apple crop was
taken into Showerings, the cider producers,
in Shepton Mallet for cider making, that as
you left, you were given a cart full of
crushed apple, to take back home with you.
This then lay in the farmyard over the

“... you were given a
cart full of crushed
apple, to take back
home with you.”
winter, and in the spring young apple trees
would grow up in the apple compost. The
best of these trees would be used as
rootstocks for known varieties to be
grafted or budded on to them. Sometimes
the grafts would fail, but if the unknown
rootstock proved to crop well, it would be
allowed to grow on. We were keen to
preserve the best of these anonymous trees.
The Learning Curve
Once our mapping was complete we were
again very fortunate when Les Davies,
previously the Showerings’ Apple Officer,
offered to teach us how to bud and graft
our selected material onto standard M25
rootstocks. Before long we had nearly
ninety successful “budded” rootstocks that
were allowed to grow on for two years
before they were ready to plant out. Some
of these were offered back to the owners of
the local orchards to help rejuvenate them.

We had to put the Community Orchard
onto a proper legal footing and a charitable
trust deed was drawn up with our Parish
Council acting as the Custodian Trustee
but with the day-to-day running of the
Orchard the responsibility of the
Committee of Managing Trustees. This
arrangement has worked well for us. Each
year the Managing Trustees report to the
Annual Parish Meeting.
Keeping the Orchard going
Our hundred plus trees are now cropping
well. Each month we hold a working party
when local volunteers (a core of six mostly founders - with others joining
sometimes) - carry out the seasonal tasks
which need to be done, enjoy their
refreshments together, and admire the

“The Orchard has
brought a double benefit
- strengthening the
Village Community and
preserving heritage
apples for the future.”
beautiful view down to Glastonbury Tor. In
the autumn we pick the apples, press them
and produce bottled apple juice and make
cider. The apple juice provides an income
stream for the orchard, and the cider is
used at various village functions.
The Orchard has brought a double benefit strengthening the Village Community and
preserving heritage apples for the future and personal satisfaction to all of us.
11
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My Garden
By Anthony Pugh-Thomas
We bought Glebe Court, West Monkton, in
1992 from the Executors of Lady
Hobhouse whose family had lived there
since the ’50s. Behind the House there are
flower borders and a series of ponds
(probably left over from when West
Monkton was a Grange belonging to
Glastonbury Abbey); there is a large
walled garden, a copse and a series of
paddocks. Lady Hobhouse clearly had an
eye for an unusual plant – so we found
amongst many others
a large Drimys
winteri; a Eucryphia glutinosa; beautiful
Cornus kousa; and a very fine
Liliodendron tulipifera.
The Garden needed restoring, and we
started on the walled garden. When the
copings had been replaced we were
relieved to find that the walls were in much
better condition than we had expected.

Then the paths were restored – not without
incident as the rain came down whilst the
work was in progress and Rosemary parted

“... whilst the work was
in progress and
Rosemary parted
company with her boots
that were left behind
buried deeply in the
mud.”
company with her boots that were left
behind buried deeply in the mud. The
walled garden is quite formal in layout
with paths around the perimeter, a new
pergola and two pumped-ponds additional
to the original spring-fed pond; the rest of
the gardens are less formal. We
had a large new plant house and
greenhouse built. Once the
structure was in place we started
on the gardening proper. Old
fruit trees in the walled garden
were drastically pruned and new
ones planted. Rosemary, who is
in charge of the vegetables,
ensures that we are virtually
self-sufficient in fruit and
vegetables.
Bit by bit the copse and the
paddocks have been planted;
initially with three or four trees
bought from local nurseries -
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the Abies and the Pterocarya, although
only 25 years old, have grown strongly. I
greatly enjoy growing plants from seed
collected on holidays or bought from such
suppliers as the late Jim Archibald, the
Scottish Rock Garden Club and the Royal
Horticultural Society specialist groups. The

Lady Hobhouse; Rosemary’s father, a
supporter of the Soil Association,
introduced the compost heap (and we now
normally have three in action). We have a
full-time gardener who is a dab hand with
machinery as well as plants, assisted by
part-time help.
The garden will be open for the NGS on

“The late Autumn ritual 30th and 31st May and for the Red Cross
th
of planting out trees and on 12 September.
shrubs grown from seed Restoration at Halswell Park
(part one)
is always an excitement” By Edward Strachan
late Autumn ritual of planting out trees and
shrubs grown from seed is always an
excitement – and when I see any of them
growing strongly that excitement is
matched only by that of the Prodigal’s
father welcoming his wayward son.
So if you visit Glebe Court you will not
find a garden of
organised plant
displays; instead
you will find a
variety of
interesting and
occasionally
unusual trees,
shrubs and
herbaceous
plants.

In August 2014, after a gap of 65 years, the
Georgian pleasure gardens of Halswell
Park and the House were re-united under
single ownership. The Estate had been in
the Halswell / Kemeys-Tynte family for at
least 700 years, until finally broken up in
1948. when Baron Wharton, the last owner

We have been
fortunate in our
h e l p e r s . We
inherited a
gardener from
13
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in the family, died, his heirs declined to
take on the challenge of paying death
duties, and renovating the Estate, which
had been used as an evacuation school at
first, and then an Italian POW camp,
during the War.
The architecture of the House reveals its
longevity, with ecclesiastical, Tudor,
Baroque, Palladian, Gothic Revival , and
Victorian structures jostling alongside each
other, attesting to the slow evolution of an
estate, which belonged to a gentry family
blessed with a modest fortune, but not
immense wealth - albeit interspersed with
the occasional windfall, perhaps during the
Dissolution of the Monasteries, or the
aftermath of the Battle of Sedgemoor.
The Family certainly had its share of
intellectual talent, and at times was at the
cutting edge of architectural fashion. We
can see this in the north facade, the socalled Mansion House, which was
completed by 1689, and is one of the
earliest examples of Baroque in an English
country house.
Another fine example of the innovative
instincts of the family is the Parkland,
radically re-designed by Sir Charles
Kemeys-Tynte in the 1740’s and 1750’s.
He combined different architectural
elements representing different epochs Celtic, Egyptian, Greek, Roman - and
nature, with water, contours, and walks, to
create what would have been a classic
Arcadian landscape, with sweeping views
at one moment, and secret hiding places at
another, peace and tranquillity in some
14

places, gushing waters elsewhere, one
building exchanging glances with another.
After the break-up of the Estate, the House
retained only a small part of the historic
Parkland and its structures. These did
include the Rotunda; the Rockwork
Screen, a sham ruin similar to the Venus
Vale at Rousham, which, on one side, acts
as a dam to the Lake above, and on the
other, a vantage point into the horizon; and
the Pyramid, which seems to have been
built over an historic well. The Romanstyle Rotunda, standing proudly on a
mound above a small lake beside the
House, with an inverted conical icehouse
underneath, fell into ruin, as the House
became one of multiple occupation. In
November 2014 we have celebrated the
near-completion of its full restoration, and
archaeological analysis has commenced on
the Rockwork Screen.
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Our next challenge lies in the newlyreunited pleasure gardens, which have
always been known as Mill Wood. The
dissolution of the Estate encompassed
different sales and auctions covering the
House, its contents, its grounds, and its
trees. Because Mill Wood is set half-amile to the west of the House, there was
no chance that the House would retain it,
and it was consequently sold off in a series
of sales.
... To be continued in the Summer edition.

The Gardens of Marrakech
James Harris (JH) interviewed by
Christopher Bond (CB)
CB – How do you garden in a scrubby
desert with only the occasional irrigated
palmery?
JH – You can create any style you want so long as you have a water supply.
Marrakech is now very short of water
because of the construction of golf courses
- and this is threatening the gardens. There
are plants from Australasia such as
Brachychiton populneus and Eucalyptus:

“... for example a
pergola of lemon trees
and walks of olive
trees.”
cacti from the Americas: the rampant
bougainvillea from Africa: and above all
from the Mediterranean which have
supplied the citrus, Ipomoea and Oleander.

CB – How do these styles blend in with
the palmeries and orchards?
JH – Local agricultural is based on oases
and these provides a natural backcloth to
many of these foreign and sometimes
exotic introductions - drought tolerant
grass between the orange and lemon trees,
lines of palms, many water retaining greyleaved plants, courtyards with classic
horseshoe Arab arches full of pot plants,
and roses reflected in mirror pools.
CB – Where do you find these gardens?
JH – The Gardens are often hidden by the
tall shabby walls that line so many dusty
streets along which you may have walked
without knowing the riches within. Pause
for the sound of running water as you pass
by; there is often a miniature oasis within,
or see the purple naked blossoms of a
Melia tree above. However the larger
gardens are outside the centre of the town.
CB – Tell us about Yves St Laurent’s
famous garden?
JH – The Villa Oasis is the most exotic of
all the gardens I visited - see picture on
next page - with spectacular specimens of
palms such as Washingtonias and Phoenix
Canariensis and huge cacti - all set in
searing blue walls and red gravel. Like or
hate the design of the two acre garden, you
cannot fail to be impressed by the huge
and healthy plants growing there.
CB – What was your favourite garden?
JH – Probably that of Mrs Lynn Guinness
- a Garden in the Ourika Valley. The
House is built around a Courtyard and
leading out from the garden is a rill (or
15
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Lutyens incorporated a fascinating array
of features within the space including his
exquisite Orangery, East and West Rills,
Dutch garden and the Great Plat.

small canal) down to the bottom of the
garden in the near distance. It is a
delightfully simple design with some
interesting features, for example a pergola
of lemon trees and walks of olive trees.
CB – Marrakech is the gateway to the
Atlas Mountains. Did you have time to
visit them?
JH – No, but I would like to return to see
the Cedar Trees.
CB – Did you bring any ideas back with
you?
JH – No - sadly most of the plants would
not survive in England.

What projects does the Trust
support – Renovating the
Hestercombe Lutyens Rotunda
By Rebecca Pow
Hestercombe boasts one of Britain’s most
iconic gardens, the grade one listed formal
Edwardian garden designed by architect
Edwin Lutyens with planting by Gertrude
Jekyll, is internationally famous and
attracts visitors from all over the World.
16

The Lutyens Rotunda
The Rotunda is the pivot around which the
Gardens revolve, subtly uniting the
differing axes of the Victorian Terrace, the
main garden and the Orangery. The
wonderfully detailed stonework of the
Rotunda wall, with niches filled with stone
baskets of fruit, is clothed with scented
Chaemonanthus praecox. In the centre is a
circular Mirror Pool, making this a calm,
contemplative place to sit and reflect.
Well it should be! However, recently a
serious blockage has occurred in the
sophisticated inflow and outflow system
designed by Lutyens, resulting in the once
clear Pool becoming putrid and stagnant
as the flow of fresh water is restricted.
Despite their best efforts, the gardening
team have not been able to keep the Pool
looking sparkling but now, thanks to a
generous £1000 grant from the Somerset
Gardens Trust, work is about to begin to
fix the problem once and for all and Head
Gardener Claire Reid is delighted: “We
believe the blockage is somewhere in the
outflow pipe which runs a considerable
distance because, after leaving the Pool, it
follows the East Rill, runs along the
Pergola and eventually out to the stream
in the field. This could potentially result in
a huge amount of excavation ….but we are
so pleased that the SGT grant will enable
us to approach this tricky work in the
manner it deserves.”
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If you visit in the next few months you
will probably get a glimpse of work
underway to restore the Rotunda
Reflecting Pool, all thanks to the support
of the Somerset Gardens Trust!

“In the centre is a
circular Mirror Pool,
making this a calm,
contemplative place to
sit and reflect.”
Hestercombe House and Gardens
reunited
Whilst the gardens at Hestercombe
showcase a unique combination of
gardening history (eighteenth century
landscape style, Victorian Terrace and
shrubbery and formal Edwardian), the
House also has a fascinating history.
Formerly the headquarters of the
County Fire Brigade for over sixty
years, the House was closed to the
public before being opened in May
2014 by the Hestercombe Gardens
Trust. With the earliest part dating
back to 1280, the House has as many
fascinating period layers as the
Gardens outside. Visitors can now
look for themselves; a benefit made
possible by the transfer of ownership
of the House from Somerset County
Council to the Trust at the end of
2013 under the Community Asset
Transfer Scheme.

On the first floor, a new, exciting
contemporary art gallery has been created
whilst on the second floor the building
hosts the Guildhall School of Music’s
Hestercombe Centre for Young Musicians
- for children from the age of 5 -18. The
House also has a popular second-hand
bookshop and, for the first time, a
restaurant has opened in the elegant
surroundings of the Georgian Column
Room offering light lunches and classic
afternoon teas. Visitors can now enjoy the
extensive views over the Edwardian
garden as originally conceived by Lutyens
and Jekyll.
Plans are being developed to create a
Centre for the Study of Gardens and
Landscape which will include the now
extensive Hestercombe archive and a new
collection – a national archive of
Conservation Management Plans - which
together with seminars and conferences
will offer students an opportunity for
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interdisciplinary studies covering all
aspects of gardens and landscapes.

“...volunteers play a
crucial role in all
aspects of the running
of the Hestercombe
Gardens Trust from
working in the gardens
to invigilating in the art
gallery.”
Please remember, volunteers play a crucial
role in all aspects of the running of the
Hestercombe Gardens Trust from working
in the gardens to invigilating in the art
gallery. If you have a few spare hours and
would like to get involved, please contact
Volunteer Co-ordinator Gill Croston on
01823 413923 or via email at
volunteers@hestercombe.com. Your help
will be much appreciated.

Council Meeting 11th March
2015
By Susie Thorne
Council met on 11th March at Mallet Court
and we all admired the masses of white
blossom on the early-flowering Prunus in
the entrance. Camilla Carter, Chairman,
reported that. Marian Greswell had retired
from Council after many years and
Council expressed its thanks to her.
Penelope Hobhouse, VMH MBE has
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agreed to become a Vice-President. The
SGT are being asked to provide a display
board illustrating their work for the Bath
and West Show. Members are to be asked
if they would like to represent the Trust at
the Stand. David Freemantle, as Chairman
of the Events Committee, reported that
booking and ticketing of events had been

“The Survey Committee
Chairman, Helen
Senior, reported that
they were looking for
members to join their
team and carry out
surveys.”
altered to give everyone a fair chance to
get tickets and also to minimize refunds
having to be made by the Treasurer. The
Survey Committee Chairman, Helen
Senior, reported that they were looking for
members to join their team and carry out
surveys. There were two new gardens
needing to be surveyed. Sheila Rabson
reported that members of the Education
Group had attended the SW Education
Conference at Stourhead and will be
arranging the venue for next year’s
Conference. They have had applications
from several schools for grants.
A major item on the agenda was the
proposed amalgamation of the Association
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of Gardens Trusts and the Garden History
Society. The AGT and the Garden History
Society are holding a joint Conference in
July and a vote on the merger will be held.
The Chairman, as the SGT delegate, will
be voting on this. A Draft Business Plan
had been produced and had been circulated
to Council members. Stuart Senior has
attended meetings on this subject and
expressed concern over finances – both
Societies are currently running at a loss.
There was also a major concern as to
whether the new charity (the proposed
name is “The Gardens’ Trust”) would
inherit the Garden History Society’s
statutory responsibility on planning
matters. This will be difficult to fulfill
where there is a shortage of volunteers.
Some Gardens Trusts could drop out if the
merger goes ahead. Council would
consider the matter again at its next
meeting.

completed by Duncan, Jenny Kent and
Rosemary Lee. This article is based on
their work.

“There is a serpentine
lake quite close to the
House, and a rockwork
archway leading to a
very remarkable grotto,
built over a spring.”
Up until the mid-eighteenth century the
Park changed hands very frequently. There
are few descriptions of the House and Park
from this time, but there are suggestions
that there may have been a deer park.

By Helen Senior, Chair of the Survey
Group

In the mid-eighteenth century it was
developed as a landscaped park, probably
at about the time that it was occupied by
the Newman family. They owned it until
1855, when it passed to their heirs, the
Messiters, who owned it until 1987,
although it was let to various tenants from
1897, occupied by the American Army
during the Second World War, and used as
a school in the 1960s. It is now divided up
into individual apartments and is private.
The House was built in 1770 and remodelled in 1830 in the Jacobean revival
style.

Readers will recall Duncan Chalmers’
article in the Winter edition describing his
extensive research into the early history of
Barwick Park. The Survey has now been

There is a serpentine lake quite close to the
House, and a rockwork archway leading to
a very remarkable grotto, built over a
spring. The Grotto contains three

Mary ter Braak, Membership Secretary,
had submitted a report on current
membership levels and suggested a new
category of five-year membership. Council
agreed to this. It also minuted their
appreciation of all her hard work.
The next Council meeting will be held on
1st July.

Barwick Park Surveyed
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chambers, the largest of which – a domed
circular structure about 7.3m in height and
diameter – contains a central pool
surrounded by a pebble path. Grottoes
appear in many Italian Renaissance
gardens, possibly deriving from
descriptions of caves in classical literature.
Italian grottoes could be extremely
elaborate, with numerous statues,
fountains, shell-work, and other
ornamentation.
The Barwick Grotto is not accessible to the
public, but there are four extraordinary
buildings which can be seen from public
roads and footpaths. These are the socalled Follies. Now I was taught not to
refer to garden buildings as ‘follies,’
because most of them are anything but
foolish. They are usually carefully sited to

provide a focal point (an ‘eyecatcher’) or,
conversely, to provide a place from which
to view the garden and surrounding

“... there are four
extraordinary
buildings which can
be seen from public
roads and footpaths.”
landscape (a ‘belvedere’); furthermore,
they were often carefully designed by
architects, professional or amateur (for
examples, see Stourhead and
Hestercombe). The Barwick Follies seem
to be none of these things. It is true that
they are sited at the edge of the property,
and so might have been intended as
boundary markers. They bear no particular
relationship to anything within the Park,
and their designs are at best described as
‘eccentric’. Now owned by Somerset
County Council, they are known as: Jack
the Treacle Eater – this is situated on
Sandy Lane, which runs north from Rex’s
Lane on the southern boundary of the park;
the Fish Tower – on Two Towers Lane
(there was once a second tower); the
Obelisk, and the Rose Tower. The latter
two can be seen in the distance from the
public footpath that crosses the Park – see
Ordnance Survey Explorer Map Sheet 129.
Although not one of the great landscapes
of Somerset, Barwick contains much that
is of interest.
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A Surveyor’s Tale
By Caroline Lee, Survey Group
In the June 2014
Magazine Helen
Senior covers very
well all that the
Surveyors do and
how they record
things, and Primrose
likewise in the 2013
magazine. I have
always been
interested in history
which was my initial
reason for joining the Survey Group,
together with my love of gardens and old
houses. Somerset is such a lovely County
to live in, and I would encourage anyone to
come and join the Survey Team as you get
fascinated by the research into the families
and the why's and wherefore's of the
improvements to their grounds and houses.
Somerset is also a diverse County from

“Coker Court, its house
and grounds was such
an interesting place to
do, with records dating
back to the 13th
century”
rough moorland to grade one agricultural
land, from alkaline to acid soils, which
naturally show up in the gardens the

Events Committee arranges for us to visit,
and in the gardens we research.
I am a far from an experienced member of
the Survey Team as I have only done one
survey, Coker Court, East Coker, with
Sarah Lamb (who was forced to retire due
ill health), so this left me to continue on
my own with some help from Primrose and
Jenny. Coker Court, its house and grounds
was such an interesting place to do, with

“For me, doing this
research makes you
look at a garden with
new eyes”
records dating back to the 13th century of
the existence of both gardens and parkland,
together with the accounts of replacement
gates, fencing and bridges. This I found in
the Somerset Records Office (SRO) and in
my local library.
My next venture is Burton Pynsent, Curry
Rivel, which appears to be the only garden
in Somerset to have an association with
Capability Brown, so I am looking forward
to some interesting times in the SRO.
Alastair Mullineux and Mary Stirling are
joining me as their first time with the
Survey Team, so I do hope they will find it
as absorbing as I do.
For me, doing this research makes you
look at a garden with new eyes and you
think, maybe there was something different
there because of the way a path, wall or
21
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even a mound, follow a particular line, or
an avenue of trees going nowhere. If you
are very lucky you might find records or
photographs to justify this.

The first site is Croydon Hall, a house and
garden near Minehead, now used as a
conference venue. The House has been
somewhat institutionalised, but the Estate

These surveys are such an important part
of the SGT’s work to keep a record of
these old gardens before they are lost or
changed forever as they are part of the
history of the County.

“There is also a
wonderful album of
photographs from 1909
to 1934, showing
clearly the development
of the Garden over the
years”

I have so enjoyed being part of the Team to
do this.

What Surveyors get up to….
By Helen Senior
I am working on two projects at the
moment, and I thought I would write an
account of the current state of my research
to give members an insight into what we
do.
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has a long and interesting history. I know
from an excellent local history book, The
History of Roadwater by Clare Court, that
the Estate was
given to a Norman
nobleman after the
Conquest, and later
became part of the
Cleeve Abbey
holdings. After the
Dissolution it
became a farm,
being owned for
about 200 years by
the Prowse family,
and then at the
beginning of the
20th c. was taken
over by a series of
very interesting
owners: a member
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of the Wills tobacco family, who upgraded
the House and made the Garden; then a
German Count, Count Conrad von
Hochberg, who returned to Germany in
August 1914. After the First World War it
passed to a Captain John Bridges. During
the Second World War and for some
twenty years afterwards, it was occupied
by a girls’ school from Bristol. It has a
pond, a rockery, a wildflower lawn, a
formal garden, a pergola, a flight of
semicircular steps, a ha-ha, and some old
trees, including a wonderful cut-leaved
beech and a Cork Oak.
I was able to supplement this basic outline
from documents in the Record Office and
the Somerset Local History Library.
Among other things, I found an article in
the Exmoor Review of 1996, based on an
interview with the Count’s Head Gardener.
There is also a wonderful album of
photographs from 1909 to 1934, showing
clearly the development of the Garden over
the years. I was also most excited to find
the original plan for the formal garden; not
dated, but marked as having been made for
Count von Hochberg.
I still have some documents to check out in
the Record Office: in particular, there are
some Bridges family documents, and I also
need to look at the Prowse family archives.
I want to look at maps of the Parish; I
would particularly like to find out when
the ha-ha was made, and what was
happening to the Garden and the Estate in
the 17th and 18th centuries.
By contrast, the following week saw me
out in the rain tramping around an old

estate called Ashcombe, at Simonsbath.
The SGT were invited to go there by Rob
Wilson-Knight of Exmoor National Park.
It is a possible ‘lost’ garden, having once

“It is a possible ‘lost’
garden, having once
been owned by John
Knight, a connection of
Richard Payne Knight,
the 18C writer on the
picturesque”
been owned by John Knight, a connection
of Richard Payne Knight, the 18th c. writer
on the picturesque. The entrance to the
Combe is marked by two white rocks outcrops of naturally occurring quartz
which have been deliberately exposed.
There are also the remains of a garden
wall, a structure which might be a grotto,
the remains of a manor house and a
cottage, and some ornamental planting –
two copper beeches, sweet chestnut, and a
plethora of rhododendrons, which I do not
have the expertise to identify. A stream
runs down the centre of the Combe. Rob is
hoping that we might be able to find out
more the history of this mysterious and
romantic place.
If anyone has any personal knowledge of
either of these places, I would be delighted
to hear from them.
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Training the next generation
By Simon Grundy, Section Leader Land
and Environmental Management,
Bridgwater College, Cannington Centre
Three weeks after the Christmas break and
it’s pretty much the half-way point of the
College year. The day is bright and cold,
the perfect conditions for getting out and
doing a bit of graft.
Level 1 Land-Based Studies students are
working around Monty House under the
guidance of their tutor Tracy in the heart of
the Cannington Campus, clearing old
scrub, digging out stumps and preparing
the area for a new planting scheme to be
implemented later in the Term. They are a
fantastic group of students, always keen to
get stuck in, questioning and never shy of a
bit of hard work.
For the level 2 students, some of who are
horticulturalists and some are more

interested in countyside management,
starting the week out on a practical with
their Tutor Alan working on the College
spinneys repairing fences and learning

“They are a fantastic
group of students,
always keen to get stuck
in, questioning and
never shy of a bit of hard
work”
about coppicing. Tuesday morning will
greet them with plant and soil science, then
swiftly into an ecology session, with the
prospect of estate skills and land-based
business and British habitats to follow on
Thursday. They are in for another busy
week.
Level 3 students have
a challenging Tuesday
morning too, studying
soil science. This will
test their ability to
grasp the processes
that are going on in
the soil and how these
result in strong
vibrant plants. Many
of the students have
studied some of these
elements at School
and may be vaguely
familiar with the
nitrogen and carbon
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cycles, but now they need to learn these
and be able to apply them to their chosen
vocation - horticulture, landscaping,
gardening. Whatever you want to label it,
it’s the best job in the World! Many of this
group have not been in education for a
while, career changers, those that have
done it for a while and now need to get the
piece of paper, but all are passionate about
the subject and looking to make a
difference in the future.
A couple of weeks later I meet Niamh on
site in the student plots in fine sunshine;
she is a level 3 student in her first year of
study. Born and bred in Somerset she
joined the horticulture programme in
September after a friend studying
arboriculture at the Cannington centre
recommended the course.
Her ambition is to move into herbalism but
wanted to get a solid broad horticultural
understanding before she specialises and
when prompted about where she would
like to end up the reply is an enthusiastic
“I would love to be able to travel and use
my skills abroad, that would be amazing”.
Niamh studied Art and design before her
horticultural programme and says she
needs to work on her digging skills; she
has been more used to working on an easel
and she likes the hard graft, but needs to
hone her skills and build the muscles.
When asked about the next six months and
what she is looking forward to, she replies
unexpectedly with “ learning all the Latin
names of the plants” it’s a reply you rarely
get from students but her passion for
knowledge, especially around the history

of gardens and gardening, is clear. She
talks about the need for more people in
horticulture, and the lack of young people
coming into the industry and how vital it is

“This will test their
ability to grasp the
processes that are
going on in the soil and
how these result in
strong vibrant plants”
that people train her reasoning is “the
world needs people with these skills for
looking after our gardens, producing our
food and just looking after the world” then
gives the hippy sign of peace.
It’s great to grab five minutes with
someone who really sees the value of their
education and wants to absorb all the
knowledge she can.
Nigel Cox, her Tutor, dressed in the
cleanest set of overalls in the department,
walks over and enthuses about the task for
the morning, digging! “if you look after the
soil, the soil will look after you. Wurzel
Gummidge said that I think? It all starts
here”.
I think he was referring to the digging, but
it also applies to the students in his care.
It’s another great day to be studying
Horticulture at Cannington!
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The South–West Annual
Educational Meeting
By Eileen Meiklejohn of the Educational
Group
This Meeting was held at Stourhead on
24th February 2015. Representatives of
eight Counties were there, including five
of us from Somerset. This day provides a
welcome chance for County Trusts to share
information and to hear speakers who
represent the broad range of garden
activities that support education. Stourhead
itself is a wonderful example of what three
hundred years of gardening can achieve,
admirably summarized as ‘the landscape
closest to Italy in Wiltshire’.
The Educational work of the Wiltshire
Wildlife Trust has a wide brief; work with
Special Needs children, a school grounds
officer, promoting youth wellbeing, Forest
Schools and more, all combine to give the
Trust a level of experience that enables
them to give very specific advice to
Schools planning projects.
The British Beekeepers Association has a
wealth of materials for Schools, including
many suggestions for curriculum links.
The study of honey bees can be linked to
many subjects, including social structure
and collaborative working, both amply
exemplified by this most social of species.
The talk on Darwin-inspired learning was a
very persuasive correlation of Darwin's
methods and the way Children learn.
Darwin used his own garden for
investigations, observations, collecting and
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experimenting. He explored the coexistence of plants and insects, life cycles
and life styles, plant adaptations etc, and
was quick to share information with others.

“The study of honey
bees can be linked to
many subjects,
including social
structure and
collaborative working”
For Schools now, record-keeping and data
analysis are important aspects of IT
studies.
Clearly our day at Stourhead was
interesting and enjoyable, and we take
from it the encouraging accounts of
Educational work done by other County
Garden Trusts and other organizations.
There is an impressive list of ideas for us
to consider, including forging links with
our own Wildlife Trust, considering
providing more guidance to Schools at the
planning stage of projects, and maybe,
producing a newsletter for Schools.
Next year it will be Somerset's turn to host
this day; we look forward to it!
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Snowdrops and Rococo – two
worlds in one day - the SGT trip
to Colesbourne Park and
Painswick
by Susan Thorne
With wonderful luck, ‘SGT weather’
prevailed and the Sun shone for most of
this early February trip.
We arrived at Colesbourne to be greeted by
coffee and cake and a talk by both Sir
Henry Elwes and head gardener Chris
Horsfall, before touring the Arboretum and
Gardens. Many of the trees were planted
by Sir Henry’s great-grandfather, H. J.
Elwes, who travelled the World collecting
plants – we passed a Cryptomeria he sent
home packed in moss via the TransSiberian railway. His huge collection of
bulbous plants was dispersed on his death,
but his snowdrop plantings, including a
large snowdrop he found in Turkey (which
became known as Galanthus elwesii),

remained and gradually the impressive
snowdrop collection of over 200 species,
hybrids and varieties has been built up by
Carolyn and Henry Elwes.
One of the first stops on our tour was a
view over the lake, the deep blue colour of
which is caused by the clay lining. Nearby
were groups of the Galanthus ‘Ophelia’,
the Christmas flowering G. ‘Galatea’ and
the honey-scented G. ‘S. Arnott’.
Everywhere were large groups of
snowdrops, all very usefully named. They
are only lifted and divided in July and, in
order to find them, a yellow stake is left at
the back of each group to be divided, and a
white stake put in a gap to be filled.
Members thoroughly enjoyed the rare
snowdrops for sale at the end of a lovely
morning, and some indulged, scepticism
abandoned.
We moved on to Painswick for the
afternoon, restored over the last 25 years to
the charming rococo design seen on a 1748
painting by the artist Thomas Robins.
Mass plantings of snowdrops cover
the slopes of the valley, many of
which are the taller Galanthus
nivalis ‘Atkinsii’ named after James
Atkins, a snowdrop grower who
lived on the estate in the 1800s. The
Hyett family, who were the builders
of the House and Garden built some
amazing follies including the
‘Exhedra’- see photo on back cover.
I think everyone returned home
confirmed galanthophiles and many
additions will have been made to
SGT members’ gardens.
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Events for Spring and Summer 2015
Tuesday
28th April

Thursday
11th June

Trip to Melbury and
Minterne

Evening visit to East Burford
House, West Compton,
SheptonMallet.

Friday
26th June

Wednesday
29h July

Visit to Iford Gardens

Durslade Farm and
Batcombe

July

Possible visit Lake House

Back Cover: The Painswick Exhedra
(courtesy of the Editors)
www.somersetgardenstrust.org.uk

